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The Importance of Group Moral Agency on Environmental Responsibility and Beyond
Due to the specifics of ocean currents, the Northern Pacific (or Eastern) Garbage Patch, approximately the size of the state of Texas, has been accumulating plastics entering waterways west of the North American continental divide since the dawn of the "Age of Plastic." Plastics do not biodegrade like paper or cardboard. They photodegrade. Sunlight breaks plastic down into smaller and smaller pieces, but these pieces retain their molecular structure—they just become “plastic dust”\(^1\). Within this Garbage Patch, researchers, in 2006, found 6 lbs. of plastic for every 1 lb. of zooplankton, the foundation of the food chain of the ocean. Any species which relies on zooplankton within the Garbage Patch will be ingesting six times the amount of plastic as zooplankton. It would be only a slight exaggeration to say that every piece of plastic that has been made since the 1950s remains somewhere on this planet. The implications for the web of life of the oceans and for future generations of humans is staggering.

I will argue in this paper that the responsibility for the environment grows proportionately with the contribution to its degradation, and that we cannot think about this responsibility solely on an individual-by-individual basis. We can and we must make every effort to develop the virtue of groups, even groups as amorphous and unwieldy as nations or societies.

**Introduction**

Iris Marion Young has proposed the “social connection model” of social justice which combines notions of individual responsibility with the compelling concerns of globalization and industrialization in the 21st century.\(^2\) Notions such as moral responsibility, accountability and agency can no longer be reserved for theoretical debates confined within the conceptual borders of societies, she argued. The borders of the contemporary world are much too porous. The inevitable interactions between ethnically, racially, economically, demographically and
culturally diverse peoples—the economic, political, environmental, social and, clearly global, interdependencies, that currently exist and continue to be created—require that moral, social and political philosophy, and thus philosophers, step up to the plate. Young argues that when a moral agent, by his or her intentional and voluntary action, contributes to the perpetuation of a harm (even if that harm was not intended), be it an isolated and episodic event or one embedded in a larger structural interconnected process or practice, she or he has a responsibility to “work to remedy” those harms. Young is aware of the inability of any one of us to take any action or actions that will, by themselves, cure the larger structural social injustices of which she is concerned. But she focuses on the personal responsibility of each of us—especially those privileged enough to be educated and informed and with access to power. Agreeing with Larry May, she argues for the importance of “shared responsibility”—each individual in the group as partially responsible, as opposed to “collective responsibility,” where the organization or group might be responsible while no one individual is.  

I argue that this notion of shared responsibility as it relates to the individual will come to naught if we do not include the possibility of the development of a virtuous society. I find Donald Beggs work on “group moral virtue” very helpful in this regard.
I will briefly sketch Young’s view that questions of justice do and should extend outside a society’s borders and why we are all morally obligated to attend to those issues (sections 1 & 2). The third section will work out in some detail, in part following Beggs, the importance of the notion of group moral virtue as separate from individual notions of virtue. The fourth section connects the recognition of moral obligation to the necessity of this group virtue. And, lastly, fifthly, I suggest that addressing global issues such as environmental degradation is highly unlikely, in any practical sense, without the existence of group moral virtue. A group’s obligation in the face of structural injustices will have many facets. One of the foundational facets, in my view, is environmental accountability. What every being on this planet shares is a desire, implicit or explicit, for a healthy environment. A shared interest, as Beggs, May and others, point out, is one of the necessary conditions for group virtue.

**Section 1: Justice beyond Borders**

With the utmost respect to a Rawlsian approach to justice, which assumes that the notion of justice operates more or less within the confines of a given society—”a cooperative venture for mutual advantage.”7 I agree with Young’s argument that our “obligations of justice” do not end at our borders.8 (This is also the point of Nussbaum’s *Frontiers of Justice.*9) It would follow, if they did, that the borders in some way create the obligations, or at least limit them. This cannot be so if our understanding of justice—as Rawls too would have it—stems from our capacities as rational creatures rather than our borders. Moreover, if our borders have historically been drawn by assertions of power rather than assertions of rationality or morality, it would be ill-conceived to begin with them for our conceptions of justice.

The point for Young is that our obligations extend beyond our borders when our social relationships extend beyond our borders, and wherever these relationships exist so too do our
obligations of justice. While, like Nussbaum, Young finds plenty to criticize about the social contract approach to human relationships, she also acknowledges: “The great insight of social contract theory” is that “social connection is prior to political institutions.” These international relationships themselves are a kind of society, a recognizable set of structures and standardized practices of various kinds; a “cooperative venture for mutual advantage.”

Section 2: Moral Obligation to Injustice beyond Borders

As Young argues, globalization obscures responsibility because these transnational social relationships exist at a physical distance and at a “degree of separation” that encourages a state of denial. The working conditions and quality of life of complete strangers in other countries, ethnically diverse, and more or less powerless—the ultimate Other to the majority of Americans—can easily be ignored or dismissed. These transcultural, but almost invisible, relationships develop out of a “socio-historical” context which involves complex relationships and conditions and backgrounds on top of which particular actions and decisions now must be made. Young writes,

“[s]tructural injustice exists when social processes put large categories of persons under a systematic threat of domination or deprivation of the means to develop and exercise their capacities, at the same time as these processes enable others to dominate or have a wide range of opportunities for developing and exercising their capacities.”

These structures produce (often) unintentional results, many of which qualify as unjust. No one person set out to create circumstances wherein the poor and powerless are sicker and weaker and hungrier and more desperate than the privileged. But the lack of intention, according to Young, and I agree, does not discharge our responsibility. Why are we obligated if we didn’t intend the harm? Simply because our actions help to perpetuate the already occurring harm. No "rule of double effect" for Young. Young’s example (mine will be, in Section 5, the Eastern Garbage Patch) from 2006 is sweatshops. The demand for “fashion” in the U.S. and elsewhere
motivates major retailers to feed that demand. Competition pressures these companies to seek cost-effective exporting firms to contract with small foreign businesses to produce the goods. These businesses in turn rely on young unskilled workers who migrate to where the jobs are. The workers are at the mercy of the owners. Competition encourages the manufacturers to pay little and expect a lot. Regulatory oversight is practically nonexistent. Documentation of conditions in these sweatshops includes evidence of sexual harassment, unhealthy working conditions, physical violence, oppressive conditions of many kinds. These harms exist so that (mostly) Western consumers can have everything from haute couture to the bargains at Wal-Mart.

If there are such things as moral obligations then they arise from within our connections with others. Participation in “schemes of cooperation” that perpetuate unjust structures obliges us to work to eliminate the injustice. Certainly, our daily social (i.e., human-to-human) relationships create these kinds of moral obligations. Other kinds of relationships may too—as animal rights and welfare theorists and environmental ethicists will argue. The last section of this paper will head in this direction.

However, it cannot simply be the participation that creates the obligation for Young. Suppose I become aware of the sweatshop labor that produces my favorite brand of jeans. Do I dispel my moral obligation to “work to” eliminate the injustice if I simply switch to a union-endorsed “sweatshop-free” label and give all my old jeans away? This is not Young’s intention. She is calling for a greater degree of awareness of how the American consumerist mentality, membership in the most powerful and wealthy society in the world, and the insatiable hunger for material goods, generally and systematically, works to perpetuate injustice in the world. Implied in every word is the proportionate increase in responsibility that comes with privilege. For
instance, she writes, “[o]ur responsibility derives from belonging together with others in a
system of interdependent processes of cooperation and competition . . . that produces injustice.17

Larry May’s notion of “shared responsibility” harmonizes well with Young’s “social
connection model” of responsibility. The distributed kind of personal responsibility for harmful
outcomes that May advocates, even when no one individual created the harm and no direct line
can be drawn between the harm and individual action, is exactly what Young promotes. I want
to argue that personal responsibility is not enough. Considering the scale of the structural issues
under consideration, we need what Donald L. Beggs calls “group moral virtue.”

Section 3: Moral Virtue: Group vs. Individual

Obligation goes hand-in-hand with responsibility. As David Copp highlights, if an entity
bears particular kinds of responsibility, as all moral agents do, then he/she has an obligation. If
one has an obligation, she/he bears responsibility.18 If moral responsibility requires
understanding our obligations to those to whom we are connected, and I think it does, than it
makes sense to talk about the development of that responsibility in terms of a virtue or a care
ethics. I won’t spend time on the vast amount of literature dedicated to defining/refining the
notion of responsibility. For my current purposes, a sufficient condition for responsibility arises
when an intentional action by a moral agent contributes to injustice. The intentionality does not
have to include an understanding of the potential harms. Consistent with Young, this sort of
responsibility can be fairly obscure. The harms caused may be quite removed from the
intentional action of the agent, when we’re talking about a piece of a larger structural process
that itself contributes to injustice. It is our job, Young is implying, to follow the connections—
educate ourselves on the more distant ramifications and act accordingly.
Becoming aware of one’s responsibility is separable from “becoming responsible.” As Hannah Arendt would have it in *The Life of the Mind*, certainty about one’s judgments occurs only during the activity of thinking. As one is working out the logic or the reasonableness of one’s conclusion, one can be fully aware, fully understanding of the topic at hand—but only during that time. Once the thinking is over, what remains is the judgment, not how one got there. The point is, “becoming aware” is the activity of thinking. “Becoming responsible” is a different process. In order to “be a responsible person,” one has to, following Aristotle, acquire the corresponding trait. One can act responsibly in a particular single moment in time following upon a singular period of discovery of one’s responsibility. Alternatively, one can, over time, acquire “being responsible” as part of one’s character. To become responsible, as I will use the phrase, is to acquire the trait, or virtue, of—let’s call it—“accountability.” If accountability is a part of what it means to be a moral agent, than it is a simple step to imagine a virtue that fits that notion. “Accountability” is a state of being that can be acquired through practice.

To address the structural issues that Young raises as it relates to one’s responsibility, I think we need to talk about virtue. And, I do not believe that the virtue of any one individual will be sufficient. If I am responsible for contributing to the continued existence of sweatshops, in however limited a way, an episodic act of being responsible about my purchases (say, during my annual jeans purchasing) does nothing to address the structural conditions in place that create the injustices of a sweatshop. Becoming accountable—developing over time a disposition to habitually act in a way that responds to this injustice—on an individual basis, will also ordinarily be insufficient to effect change. One accountable individual in an ocean of consumers will generally have no affect on the structures.
We need the virtue of accountability, but we need it in a larger way. And, so, I want to argue, with the help of Donald Beggs, that groups can develop virtue and thus be accountable. And, I want to go farther than Beggs would go. I want to argue that a society, as Rawls defines it, can acquire the virtue of accountability. Some virtues may be easier for such groups to acquire than others. Aristotle is a firm believer in a city having the capacity for virtue. In fact, for him, a city should have virtue in order to ensure the production of individuals with virtue. Just as Confucius said. And, of course, the individuals need to be virtuous in order to maintain a virtuous society. However, Aristotle was also convinced that size mattered. If a city-state (or society) gets too big, individual shared interests in the on-going functioning of that society dissipate. Is that necessarily the case? I turn to Beggs to consider.

First of all, Beggs says a “collective predication of moral dispositions” is attributable to groups of various kinds. That cities can have dispositions is no stretch. New York City is an archetypal, vibrant, world-class city. Steve Carell’s character on The Office, which is set in Scranton, PA, describes New York City as "Scranton on speed, acid, and steroids." My hometown of Crosby, ND is sleepy, isolated, proud, friendly. ‘Friendliness’ is a moral disposition—of a collectivity. Not every individual in Crosby exudes friendliness, so it is not appropriate to credit the individual members of the town with this trait. But the town itself can be described that way, as having a disposition, an acquired trait.

Beggs quotes Newton Garver: “[j]ustice is a process rather than a state . . .” Agreeing with Garver, Beggs continues: “if justice is a kind of dialogue, then it is a properly collective moral activity.” The notion of agency can be, and often should be, attached to a collectivity. Particular kinds of agency may be seen as coming from the dispositions of collectives. Justness
is one. In fact, Garver’s (and Beggs’s) argument is that if justice exists, it necessarily comes from a collective; from a group.

Following the work of Larry May, Beggs describes the necessary and sufficient criteria for the agency of groups. 1) Groups must have solidarity to act as a collectivity. The shared interests generated from that solidarity must be causal factors in intentional outcomes. And, 2) decision practices/procedures must be attached to the group as such.29 Beggs reminds us of Aristotle, “our moral dispositions are formed as a result of the corresponding activities.”30 True of individuals. True of groups with solidarity and practices/procedures. Just as with individuals, groups also have to have a history within which their practices develop.31 As example, the U.S.’s Pacific Northwest—another kind of collectivity—has a decidedly different attitude towards the environment than the other side of the continent—e.g., the Northeast “corridor.” There are identifiable differences between the practices in place in Eugene, Oregon or Longview, Washington and the practices in place in Baltimore, MD or Coatesville, PA, regarding attention to environmental issues. These differences developed over time through different socio-historical processes and practices. I suggest this with some caution. While there may not be very many of these sorts of demographically distinct differences in terms of dispositions, environmental consciousness is surely one the Pacific Northwest has to a greater degree than the Northeast. Two pieces of evidence supporting this claim are 1) the number of voter-generated ballot measures relating to the environment that, every year, make it to the November ballot; and 2) the differences in level of awareness of the college students I encountered teaching at public institutions in Oregon and in Pennsylvania. Environmental awareness is part of the culture of the Northwest, embedding in the minds of all who spend significant time there.32
For group dispositions to be virtues, according to Beggs, they have to be “morally praiseworthy practices that are contingent upon certain sorts of collective decision procedures/practices, and also continent upon certain sorts of solidarity.”\footnote{33} The difficulty of agreement on what qualifies as “morally praiseworthy” does not prohibit the possibility.\footnote{34} Beggs gives examples of a quilting group and what he calls an “affinity group” (a political activist group). In either case, over time, with regular meetings and commitments to the group by its members, it will have evolved specific kinds of decision-making procedures. Perhaps the quilting group identifies with sufferers from AIDS and begins to use some of its energies to help those with the disease. This, in Beggs’s example, is not something that any one individual in the group would have done by themselves, but a product of the group’s solidarity and decision-making practices.\footnote{35} In this example, we could not credit anyone’s individual virtue with this activity. The virtue—developed over time out of a history—applies to the group specifically. The friendliness of Crosby, ND does not come from any one individual. The environmental consciousness of the Pacific Northwest is not creditable to specific individual citizens, even though there may be specific individuals who indeed are particularly environmentally conscious or especially friendly. It would be impossible or foolish or ineffective for any one individual to attempt what the group could take on.

It is the “history of internal dynamics”\footnote{36} that has generated the group virtues discussed above. The group has become something over time that the individual members acting in isolation could never be. That dynamic is akin to what Aristotle would have us understand about the development of moral virtue…practicing an activity until it becomes habitual, engrained, part of one’s self-definition.

\textbf{Section 4: Recognition of Obligation as Necessary for Group Moral Virtue}
If, as Young proposes, having a connection to injustice creates accountability, and accountability for injustice creates an imperative for action, then when a group has a connection to an injustice, that group will have accountability also. This does not deny that individual members, where individual connections exist, will also have separate accountability. But it recognizes that the individual alone could not accomplish what the group could when it comes to institutionalized injustices. One is not held responsible for something it is impossible to do. And thus it also acknowledges a separate level of accountability at the group level.

So here’s my argument:

1) If connection to injustice creates obligation (Young),\(^{37}\) and

2) If that obligation is best addressed over time through the development of the virtue of accountability, and

3) If groups can be seen as having virtues not reducible to the individual members of that group (Beggs), and

4) If groups are best equipped to address at least some kinds of structural or institutionalized injustices,

5) Then, it follows that groups have an obligation to develop virtues that address these injustices. They *should be or become* accountable.

I see accountability as a kind of “primary” virtue. When an entity has agency, obligation follows. Excelling at fulfilling one’s obligation is an acquirable trait—the virtue—of accountability. True of individuals. True of groups. Being accountable will have many different facets. These facets may be interconnected as well. For instance, the consumerist mentality may have implications not just for the environment, but for issues of class and race and
gender, etc., as well. For this paper, the specific facet I have in mind is the topic of the final section.

Section 5: Shared Interest in Healthy Environment as Group Moral Virtue

As we grow more and more aware of the environmental crisis taking shape before our eyes, the more aware we become of how the consumption rates of the developed nations, and especially of the U.S., contribute disproportionately to the existence of environmental degradation. Environmental degradation fits well with Young’s definition of structural injustice.38 Young defines “structural injustice” as a harm that “occurs as a consequence of many individuals and institutions acting in pursuit of their particular goals and interests, within given institutional rules and accepted norms.” That there are 6 lbs. of plastic for every pound of zooplankton in the Eastern Garbage Patch is a harm because at every level of the food web/land pyramid these plastics are turning up. This is unquestionably the result of “many individuals and institutions acting in pursuit of their particular goals and interest.” Fish and birds can’t distinguish plastic from food. Individuals and entire species are put at risk; ecosystems are threatened, beaches are polluted, livelihoods put at risk, loss of habitat and resources inevitable, damage to aesthetic and recreational environments, costs accumulated of beach cleanups, lost tourism, damaged vehicles, and on and on.

As Young argues: everyone who is a part of the structure is morally obligated to work to eliminate injustices caused by the structure. Often, those most morally obligated are those most advantaged39 because they will often be the first ones with 1) access to the information, and thus to the opportunity for understanding, and 2) to the resources, and thus to the “power to influence.”40
So. Our learned responses, our cultural conditioning, will have a great deal to do with how ready we are to address the injustices of the world. And, so it’s an obligation of the culture to encourage particular kinds of understandings. Clearly, that is what has occurred in the U.S. in places like the Pacific Northwest—at least on the western side of the Cascades. My university, in the Northeast corridor, is coming to recognize its obligations to the larger world in new ways. Several years ago we instituted a “diverse communities” general education requirement that requires all students to have taken a course which teaches them about the dynamics of race and gender and sexual orientation, etc. and the institutionalized effects of the unearned advantages that come with membership in the dominant group and the unearned disadvantages that come without that membership. Currently we are working on implementing a globalization requirement so that students will be required to take a course that teaches the interconnections and the relationships and the impacts of the transnational interdependent global environment that they will find themselves in upon graduation. We are also working on an environmental literacy requirement that goes hand in hand with an understanding of globalization.

Group moral virtue develops over time. A “history of internal dynamics” has to evolve. Not everyone is going to be in firm agreement with my university’s new requirements. My organization is not going to be immediately endowed with the virtue of global or environmental accountability. But, as time goes on, this institution will become more and more “about” these understandings. The share history and shared interests of this community will be developing for quite awhile. Over time, within my institution, a group virtue will develop, of awareness of institutionalized oppression, awareness of the impact of globalization and the commitment to sustainability (all of which I believe are related). If all goes well, these three ideas will be
imbedded in the tissues of the culture of my university, will be an active feature of our mission and will be about *who we are* as an institution.

I want to argue that the same can be envisioned for an entire society. A tougher dynamic by far than my little corner of the northeast, but the difference between a university and an entire society must be a matter of degree and not a difference in kind. The fractious state of our current political system does not preclude the possibility of what I am describing. The sweeping range of differences between subcultures does not prohibit the attainment of this sort of virtue.

Solidarity and shared decision-making procedures/practices—are necessary and sufficient conditions for group status—is what a society is; even if some individuals within that society would prefer to be elsewhere or aren’t paying attention (so don’t feel solidarity) and even if some individuals do not operate according to the procedures and practices delineated by that society. Some of us don’t vote. Some of us (most of us, at one time or another) break laws. But we are all here, invested in the flourishing of this society whether we are consciously aware of it or not. Since that flourishing has consequences worldwide, we are obligated to attend to the injustices our attempts at flourishing create. Young’s adaptation of May’s “shared” rather than “collective” responsibility is especially relevant here. Or rather, we need both to be happening at once.

The obligation, then, for members of a society is to become accountable for the role we play in the creation and perpetuation of injustice. Globalization will continue—relationships with others beyond national or cultural borders are facts of our existence. The threats to the environment are facts of our existence. The dead zones and the garbage in our oceans, extermination of species, war, factory farming, desertification, hormone disruption documented in individuals in hundreds of species—all scientific and observable facts. The most privileged—
the wealthiest, most influential, most powerful—have an increased level of obligation to address injustice because their actions have more and deeper impact on the injustices of the world.

Those virtues that should be developed within a society, are, at the very least, those that “work to” eliminate the injustices that “decision-making procedures/practices” of that group create.

Thus, in my view, group virtue is necessary for addressing issues of injustice brought about by globalization. How the development of that virtue is produced/perpetuated is a paper for another time.
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